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MAP AND **PASS SKILLS FOE 'THE SECONDARY SCHOOL

iDnderstandirig Topographic Maas, Developing Compass' Skills and Orienteering),

by

Robert P. Larkin

Department of Geography, 'University of Colorado
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Map and compass skills can be presentecdto students through a series of

outdoor-oriented games. This article deals with three sections; map games

and exercises; compass skills, and the sport of Orienteering. Throughout,

activities are presented which a secondary school teacher can ute within

the classroom, on the schoolyard, and out in parks or wooded areas. The

emphasis is op games which involve the student while iastruct440.44m as

well. Many of the games can be used as they stand in the article., while

sources are given for additional games and instructional aids.

2%

Introduction

Americans, perhaps more than any other cultural group, always seem. to be

on the move. This is evidenced by the fact that one out of five Americans

moves to a new place of residence every year. Americans are always travel-

ing froM one glace to, another via-the airplane; bus, automobile, bicycle,

and of course, walking. In spite of living in a mobilie adgiety Americans

have been poorly trained in using maps and the compass. Secondary schools

generally. spend little time on developing map and compass skills. The

purpodeof this I.A.S. paper is to present a group of exercises that second-
. ary schoolteachers can use to teach map and compass skills. The exercises

provide for the student to build upon previous knowledge and to be actively

involved in games and activities.

- Learning ho use the map and compass will develop knowledge and skills

that can be us in many ways. Many careers (geologist, foreSter,

veyor, urban planner) require the ability to read maps. Also, many forms

of sport and recreation (mountaineering) Orienteering, hiking, sailing,

etc.) rely on map and compass skills. School subjects such ad earth,sciencci

cop and social scidnce can be more meaningful with an understanding of a map

and compass, expecially' on field trips. Maps make travelling of any kind

much more interesting and enjoyable because you can choose where you want

to go- as well as the most interesting way to get there. These ire...just a

few examples of the value of map and compass skills.
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The material* developed in this I.A.S. paper are divided into three parts:

(1) understanding topographic maps, (2) developing compass skills, and

(3) Orienteering as a way of integrating pap and compass skills, Although
the exercises are self-explanatory it is suggested that the teacher obtain
a book.on nap and compass skills for reference and more detailed explanations.

An e*cellent inexpensive reference book is_ Be Expert With Map & Compass by

Bjorn Kjellstrom,,Charles Scribner's Song, New York, 1967.

Understanding Topographic Maps

A map is a convenient way of illustrating on paper the features cf a par-
ticular area of the iamb's surface. Because they are needed for differen
purposes, maps will differ from each other in the size of the area they
cover and the amount of detail they show, and therefore the amount of in-

formation they present. The objective of this section is to introduce
activities that can be used to familiarize students with United States Geo-

logical Survey topographic maps. . .

Map Symbol Relay

Because maps are symbolic representations of reality it is essential for

students to understand the use.of map symbols. The first exercise, the

Map Symbol Relay, is a means of learninglsome of the common topographic

map symbols. The exercise is an effecti,yeay to learn ma' symbols and els?

generates a grea deal of enthusiasm by'the students who participate in the

game: Prior to a tilally setting up the exercise it is useful for the teacher

to discuss the y types of symbols used on topographic maps. The symbols

are .color coded into five general categories: (1) green--indicates form

of vegetation, (2) blue--type of hydrographic feature (stream, lake, swamp), .

(3) red and black used for cultural features (roads, names, buildings),

(4) brown-indicates topographic relief figures, and.(5) purple--used on

maps that have been ghoto,revised. It is suggested that the teac.er obtain

from the Geological Survey a very informative booklet entitled, Topographic
Maps.' The booklet is free' of charge and can beeobtaiged from the Map
Information Office, U.S.IGeoloWal Survey, Washington, D.C. 20242. Mul-

tiple copies can also be obtained free of charge for classroom use and are
valuable booklets to use when teaching topographic map skills. After _he

teacher has briefly discussed the map symbols, as outlined on pages.16 and

.17 of the U.S.G.S. booklet, the class is ready fot the Map S Relay

game.

The procedure for the game,is very simple.' the teacher must first decide
on the important symbols to be learned and then make several sets of maps

,symbol squares or cards. The map symbol square is simply a card with a
Orrawing of a map symbol on one side and a verbal description of a different

symba'on, the other side. For example, the teacher selecW nine symbols

to be learned, they are: (1) intermittent stream, (2) depression contour

line, (3) chUtch, (4) school, (5) mine shaft, (b) levee, (7). swamp,

(8) orchard and (9) quarry. After selection of the symbols the next step

is to draw the symbols on the map symbol card. An easier method might be .

to draw the symbols on a.sheet.of paper and then cut the paper up into
separate squares for each symbol. Figure 1 is an example of the nine symbols
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previously discussed., On the back side of each syLbol card or square the
nATro. of one of tne nine symbols is written, making sure that 'the name on

the back side is not the same as the symbol on the front. The symbol nArriP

in the lower right corner of each square in Figure 1 refers to the name
that should be on the back of the square.

The next step i.to cut-out the symbol squares. A set of symbol squares will

be needed for each team of students. These student teams snould include no

more than five students. Thus, if there is a class of 20 students four sets

of symbol squares will be needed. The easiest thing to do is to photocopy

the symbol squares before they are cut-out. The students should next be

lined-up along a starting lfne and the symbok squares should be spread on
the floor (symbol up) in front of each team eta suitable distance. The

leader of each team is then given a symbol square, making sure all leaders
receive squares with the same symbol, 401116

't

.crien the leader racedves the first symbol square i.e. with the map symbol
"intermittent stre=u-trawn, he olishe then flips it over and fines that he

must identify the map symbol for 'levee" as printed. He then runs to the

area Where the symbol squares are 'located, finis the square illustrating

"levee", places his card-(symbol up) with the rest of the cards; and returns

the new card illustrating "levee" to the person next in line. This process

is continued until the symbol for "intermittent streAm" (the starting syms

bol) is identified. The team...that identifies all the symbols the quickest

is the winner. This game generates a great deal of team enthusiasm and any '

%number of symbols can 'be used.

Contour Line Exercises . ,

A'-map has length and breadth only. 'Height of features therefore is shown

in-e special way using contour lines and spot elevations. A contour line

is.an imaginary line which connects points of equgl elevation above sea

level. Each contour line on a map represents a particular height above sea
level and the height intervals between them (contour interval) are regular.

The contour interval for each map will be shown in the key at the bottom of

the map. The shape and.position Ofcontours helps the map reader to.visual-

ize the actual lay of the land: for example, contours which are relatively

far apart indicatie that the ground rises gradually and is therefore gently
sloping; contours close tcgether show that the ground rises sharply add is

therefore steep'. Special features, such as ridges and valleys, have Lheic
own contour patterns whih can easily be recognized with sufficient practice.

The exercise illustrated in Figure 2 was designed to help students under-

stand the nature of contour lines. It is a simple exercise but can be made

as complex as desired depending upon the student's level of ,map sophistica-

tion. The task for Figure 2 is to match. the contour lines with tie proper

verbal descriptions. As students become more familiar with contour lines
they tan develop their own contour lines with accompanying verbal descriptions.

Teams of students can develop their own vernal descriptions and contour
lines, -then trade them with other teams.

A similar exercise involves Matching contour lines with cross'- section

grams (Figure 3). This exercise is designed to give students an understand -
ing .of the relationship between landscape eletents and contour lines. As in
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the previous exercise this exercise can be made as simple or complex as

desired and a variety of cross- section profiles and contour lines can be

developed.

An exercise similar to the one illustrated in Figure 3 can be developed

with the aid of a U.S.G.S. topographic map. Cross-section profiles can be

"matched with lines- drawer on an actual contour nap. This exercise can be

'used in a great variety of ways- Students can draw lines on a map and also

make matching cross-section diagrams. Teams of students could also trade-

.,off the cross-section diagrams they prepared from different maps to see if

other students could match-up,profiles and lines.

Another exercise involving contour lines is the-"Map Memory Sketch". The

class di 'ded up into teens of :our- students, A master contour map with

fous.squares rawer on it (Figure 4) is placed _on the opposite gall of the

clagar -. It is best to provide one master map for each team. The object

of th -iyity is to have each team member go to the master map and maMorize

the eo ur.lines and related topographic features in one of the squares.

When the student thihks he knows the contents of the square heotreturns to

he starting area and from memory draws in the topographic features in a

blank square. After the first student finishes his square the next student

goes td the master map and the proeess is repeated until all squares are

completed. The team that completes the squares the fastest and is ttae most

accurate is the winner. This exercise can be designed fpr students with

varied levels of map:skills. Very simple squares can be used for novices

while' very complex squares can be given to those with considerable skill.

Another exercise that Is easy to develop yet is useful in'learning topo-

graphic map skills is the "Imaginary Map Walk". This exercise involves -

taking a topographic map and drawing transects connecting points. Each

'transect should be drawn through areas of variable terrain and cultural

features. The student must(select a transect and describe in detail the

terrain and cultural features he.would encounter if he walked the transect.

For example, a typical description might read something like this: -'

"The startingpointis at the intersection of a stream

and a hiking trail. You proceed south from the inter-

section and arosS a bnoad, flat floodplain. 'At the edge

of the floodplain you immediately ascend a steep hill.

After climbing approximately 300 feet the terrain letels

off and you cross a flat meadow. At the southern edge of
the-meadow-you start to descend a steep slope into a

,stream valley. Just before you reach the stream you cross

a hiking. trail. The hiking trail parallels the stream for

approximately.2 miles until it ends at a mountain cabin."

The "Imaginary Map Walk" is very asy to develop and a wide variety of

terrain and cultural features can e incorporated Into this exercise.

Map-Photo Essay

The "Map-Photo Essay" is a useful way summarize a great deal of infor-

lnation pertai4ing to topographic maps. The teacher should select a topo-

graphic map that has several different terrain features as well as a varied

7
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cultural landscape. The first part of the "Map-Photo Essay" involves
distributing the'maps to the class and brainstoiming the variety of informa-
tion that can be ascertained by analyzing the map thoroughly. Speculations

concerning climate, vegetation, .geology, economic activity, population
dynamics, and .cultural characteristics of the poiAllation can be made bt.the

students. A discussion of the many different kinds of information thA can
be gleaned from topographic maps is an extremely useful exercise. From the'

analysis of a topographic map the students get vlental picture of the region

pot trayed on the map. 1

The next part of the "Map-Photo Essay" involVes showing a series of sTictes

that were taken in the map region. These slides can be used to either con-

firm or reject the speculations made by the students. Students find it

interesting and exciting to look at the area portrayed on the map. A coma

parison of the mental picture they developed arid the real world shown in
the slides usually leads to many questions about the quantity and quality of '

information from topographic maps. It is also a useful learning exercise

to show a slide of a portion of the area covered by the map and then have

the students see if they can guess where on the map the slidewas actually

taken. 0

If time and resources are available a good exercise involves taking the

students on a field trip in the local area and comparing the real world with

the topographic map of the local area Even if it is not possible to visit

or obtain slides of a region portrayed on a topographic map it is often

useful to analyze a map in orderto see just how much information is avail-
able from the map.

Developing Compass Skills

An important aspect of teaching.cothpass skills is the instructional sequence

of activities. The following compass activities should be taught in

sequence to insure maximum clarity and ease of teaching. The activities have

been designed around a compass that has a moveable' protractor dial and a

square baseplate. The Polaris (TYPE 7) compass manufactured by the Silva

Compass.Company is a good, inexpensive compass well-suited for classroom

use. -t

The Basic compass skills of setting, taking, and following a bearing should

be introduced as quickly as possible. Setting a bearing is a simple oper-

ation and involves nothing more thin setting the compass dial on the bearing

given to the students by the teacher. 'It is best to start with the cardinal

directions: _North, South, East, and West. Have the students set their

compasses on each of the four cardinal directions and then in each case turn

their bodies in that direction& After the cardinal directions are explained
and understood the next step is to give the students a variety of compass

bearings. For students that are familiar with the 360 degree circle of the

compass rose problems such as "set your compass at 450 degrees"ccan be

interesting. Obviously, 450 degrees is equal to the full -360 degrees Of

the circle, plus an addition of'90 degrees; thus, the bearing would read 90

degrees or due east. This dial-a-bearing game could have a competive aspect
with the teacher recognizing the first student that sets a bearing and faces

in the appropriate direction.

9
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The next skill to be developed is that of taking a,bearing from a landmark.'

The students first must face a landmark (tree, building, etc.) with the
compass's direction of travel arrow pointing toward the landmdrk. They next

orient the dompaps by turning the compass housing until it lines up with.the

magnetic needle.' For teachers unfamiliar with the compass _it is 'suggested

that they refer to the book Be Expert With Map and_Compass by Bjorn Kjellstrom.

This book goes through a step by step procedure relative to compass use.

.
-

Hunt-The-Penny

The object of this game is to develop the students' ability 'to set bearings

on a compass and follow the selected bearing. The emphasisof the game is

on developing simple compass skills'and not or distance of map skills. The

student picks a spot in an open fieldAor schoolyard and marks the spot with
an object,(book, penny, etc.t). The purpose of the game is to start at the

marker and after following a square course return to the same marker (Figure 5).

For example, you start with a bearing of 85 degrees. After walking ten paces

in that direction the student stops and adds 90 degrees to the original bear-

ing. The new bearing is thus 175 degrees. The student then walks another
ten paces in the new direction ( 175 degrees ) and stops again. After re-

peating this process two more times the student has described a square and
hopefully will be back at the starting point. Many varieties of this game

can be developed. For example, by adding 120 degrees on each of three legs

a triangle is described. Likewise, add 60 degrees for six legs, and so on'.

As more legs are added the game gets more complex.

410 Schoolyard Compass Game

This is a compass game which may be'played in any open area such as a
park, football field, ow a gymnasium. In order to play, the participant

must be able to set a compass bearing and followa bearing. The course con-

sists of eight labeled markets placed in a large circle. While playing

the game, all players are contained in the circle., Nine 'stakes or markers

are needed with one of the stakes unlabeled and the others labeled with the

following letters: I.O.U.L.Z.E.A.P. The unlbeled stake is placed in the

center of the course (Figure 6).1 The remaining labeled stakes are placed

50 feet from the center' stake at the appropriate compass bearing. The

radius of the course may be changed to, suit either the available space or

the number of players participating in the activity. Setting up the game

in a wooded area, with, bushes, streams, and rocks will make the game more

interesting and challenging.

The participant in the game receives an instruction card th t gives the
starting position as well as bearings which direct him fro marker to marker

atound the course (Figure 7). The player copies down the etter on each

'marker along his route and at the finish a six letter code word is produced.

This code word is checked against an answer sheet and if the student player
followed the correct bearings his code word should be the same as the one on

the answer sheet. This game is very simple to set -up and play, however,othe

teacher may wish to purchase instructions and scpre cards from SilvaCom-
pany, 2466 Stae Rd.'39 N., La Porte,Indiana 46350.

1 0
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CoEpetitive CompassAParE

12

The "Schoolyard'Cotpass G " and "Hunt-The-Penny" are designed to develop
the skills of'setting a c ass bearing and then following the bearing on

_ the ground. The element. that has been missing so far is distance. The

! "Competitive CompaSs Game" combings ...he concept of tffetompass.bearing with
distance. The first step is to.mark off a 100 foot transept in an East-

..

West direction. The transect Is then divided into five foot intervals
which are numbered consecutively from 1 to 20, -Iwith,numbv 1 oh the marker
farthest West. An altrnate method is to fasten tags five feet apart on
a 100 foot rope and then stretch the rope in an East-West direction with
the number one on the ales t end (Figure 8).-

l l

Af r-the tr ect or rope is set-up each student should check the length
. . .

of hi pace represents two steps, and'can readily be measured by
c g every time the right foot touches the ground offer a given distance.
or e%Ampre, if it takes twenty give paces for the 100 foot distance then
each pace will be-four feet.

.To start the activity each student is given a score card that indicateaa
starting point along the transect and three legs to follow, each with a
hearipg and distance. For example,(Figure,8), a student starts at number
4 and is instructed to take a bearing of 300 degrees and walk 180.feet for
the first leg. The second leg involves a bearing of 88 degrees and a dis-
tance of 184 feet and the finalleg has a bearing of 190 degrees for 103
feet. After the student goes through all three legs he marks on his scor
card the number of the marker on the transect or rope nearest to the ac
destination he has reached. The correct destination is indicated on to
Neck of the score card and the student can see how close to the correct
destination he came. If the student reaches a correct destination his
score*Is 1b0 for that course. Five points are deducted for each marker c

he is away from the. correct destination. For.- e, if a student was
suivoSed to finish on number 11 b y finishes on number 8 he is
markirs or 15 points awa , giving him ascote of 85. .

This game is both fun and educational and students enjoy participating
in the activity. The teacher can work out.on paper several legs for the 4
course or the gameiis available at a very small cost from the Silva Company,
and can be used many times. . rY.

,

.,..

. Compass Race ..

,

.:.

.. .

. This final activity Combines all the irevious campasS skills into an
,,

exciting game. Markers _are set-up atIglected paints in a iboded area, school -
yard, or any open park,area (Figure 9). TIhe4gFect of the game id to start

at control., number one and go to all the co a and return 4acg.
elo the

starting area as quickly as possible. For example, atthe starting area is
.a.card that gives the bearing and distanq to the first marker. The student

locates the first marker frahat information and directions to the next .

-marker (Number 2) are found at that first, marker. The distahce between
N.-Markers can be based onthe time available for the activity, and the skill
'level of the students. Thickly-wooded ateas, longer distances, and rough , i

terrain all serve to increase the difficulty of the game for more advanced
studerrta. An important feature of this game is the lack of expansiIe and" 4"
sophisticated materials needed to run the activity. In situations where
maps Aren't available 'Students can still get outdoors, use their compasses,

and find their way successfully through a Yooded area or park:. Also, the

. i3 I..'
.
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ability to estimate distances and use the compass is strengthened.

Orienteering as a Method of Integrating Map and Compass Skills

Orienteering is a rApidly growing sport that combine's map and compass skills
with cross-country. running. though Orienteering can be co4petitive, it
loses nothing in excitement and enjoyment if it is done without competition.
A course can be chosen and completed solely for the sense of achievement it
gives you at your success in finding your way confidently and safely over
unknown ground entirely by your own efforts. Similarly, it need have no

other aim than enjoyment of the pleasures of the countryside' with the added
interest of findingyour way among them. Orienteering has all ,the adventure-

associated with pathfinding through unknown country but, because it is
organized and carried out under carefully-controlled conditions, there is
little risk involved.

From a pedagogical standpoint Orienteering is alt exciting way to learn map

and compass skills. It involves direct application of classroom' and school-

yard activities. Advanced orienteering students have to be familiarwith
many aspects* map-zreading including direction, declination, scale, symbols,

orientation, and of course a thorough knowledge of contour lines is impoftaht.

.- a

Route Orienteering
0.

Route Orienteering is a simple form of Orienteering but is useful for those
newly introduced to map and compass skills. It involves taking a map of the

local area and drawing.an OrienteeringroutA on it. the route should follow
only paths, tracks, roads, and other easily recognizable landmarks. Each

student receives a map with a previowsly marked route on it. The student' 4

must follow the route and along the'waysWill encounter controls oroarkers

. at which he.either copies down a code letter or punches a control card_

Another variety of this activity could involve the students marking the
control site otf their. map and the student who Wins is the one who hasthe
Atontrol-poiht sites mpst accurately drawn on his map.

Cross - Country Orienteering

Cross-country Orienteerin is the most popular form of Orienteering. In

this type of Orienteering competitors X.ave a starting area at intervals,
usually of,one minute, and have to find their way to a series of control

ports. These points are placed on a map which is given to the competitor
just before leaving the starting area (Figure 10). The object of the acti-
vity is to find eachcontrol point and return to the starting area as'fast
As possible. Each,participant is timed and the fastest one around the

entire-course is the winner.; ,

Thecontrol 'point is'a flag or marker of.some kind which has a letter or

number attached. When the.participant reaches a control point he marks

down the number or letter on a scorecard. In some cases a puhch is attached

to the matkor and the participant punches,his scorecard to prove he was at

the-Ccentrolopoint.
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Several factors should be kept.in mind when setting up an Orienteering meet.

First of all, the markers should be relatively easy to find, particularly

if it is the first attempt by theitudents. Second; don't make the course

too difficult. Short, easy courses build.confidence, especially for those

just learning map and compass skills. Finally, make it fun for the studentt...;

Try not to overemphasize the competitive aspects of the game, instead em-

phasize the learning skills associated with the map and compass. It might

even be useful in some cases not to time the participants,, but let them find

the markers at their own pace, even in groups or pairs.

The actual field expeiieace with nap and compass involves application of

many skills. The heart of Orienteering is choosing the route you will take

between control points. A poor route-choice decision will waste both time-

and energy. The shortest distance between any two control points is the

straight line but students learn very qiidkly that many other factors must

be considered and the straight-line route is rarely the_one chow. Other

factors such as:. the nature of the ground, obstacles like sua'hps or rivers,

cliffs, an easier route not too far away, the presence of plenty of land-

marks especially continuous features like paths and fences, are all impor-

tant factors to consider. As students become more familiar with the map

and compass their Orienteering ability progresses accordingly.

If actual field experience cannot be accomplished it is possible to work

with Orienteering maps in the classroom and still develop some of the

necessary Orienteering skills. For example, a map with an Orienteering

course &dines on it (Figure 10) can be given to the students and they can

outline on the map the route they would follow if they were to actually run

the course. The students can then discuss their choice of routes relative

to the map skills they learned.

Score Orienteering

"Score Orienteer " is another type of Orienteering activity. It is

similar to cross-cuntry Orienteering in that control points are marked on

a map. In score Ofientepring_however, the control points do not have fo

be visited in any pecified sequence. Each control marker is put on a map

and a,corresponding number of points are assigned to each marker, The'

control markers.woith the most points are those that are the most diffi-

cult to reach, wher'Fas the easiest markers to,reach have a lower value. A

time.limit is set and announced to the participants at the' start. 'Points

are deducted for every minute beyound the time limit that the participant

finishes. Score Orienteering offers some advantages over other forms of

Orienteering: 11) fit can be held in reasonably open country, (2) students,

of all levels kill cafe compete together, and (3) the event can be con-

fined to a c paratively short time period (Disley, 1973).1

Orieateer type activities,can be of great ,value in ,teaching map and

compass s is (Adams, 1973)4. Meaning ul practical experiences can be pro-

vided which complement standard classr om techniques now used in teaching

map and compass skills. "In essence, the approach here is simply the intro -

duction ofa game. situation, Orienteering, as a vehicle for teaching map

and Compaeb-skills".-(Larkin, 1975)3.
o

1
,j. Disley, Orienteering.(Loadon: Faber and Faber, 1967), p. 170.
`W. P. Adams, "Geography AmdlOrienteeriPg," The Journal of Geography,

LXXI (November,-1972),'473 -483.
R.P. Larkin, "MapiSkills and Orienteering," Great Plains-Rocky

Mountain Geographical, Journal, 4 (1975); 74-82.
. .
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